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McDonald’s
extends free fruit
campaign
The fast food giant has revealed plans to
have fruit giveaway initiatives operating
in 19 European countries this year
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to make eating fruit and veg fun, for
example, by using our brand and licensed
characters on packaging.
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example, kiwi on a stick – which makes it
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“Our experience in France shows that we
can make an impact by encouraging
balanced diets and hopefully creating
lifelong habits of fruit consumption,"
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Giveaways have also been trialled by

hold. All our restaurants already offer fruit
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The French initiative has seen free fruit
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The move follows the multinational's
stated global commitment in September
2013 to increasing its customers' access to
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its success has been impressive.
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for free in 19 countries in Europe, with the
type of fruit varying by country and
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apple slices and grape bags, before a
planned switch to pineapple sticks in the
summer.
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